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WHITE RIBBON REPORT 2012
INTRODUCTION
White Ribbon is a campaign to change attitudes and behaviours around men’s violence to women. It began
in Canada in 1991 when the murders of 14 women prompted a response that set in motion a worldwide
movement, bolstered by a United Nations’ endorsement in 1999. UNIFEM brought White Ribbon to New
Zealand in 2004. The Families Commission took the lead role in 2006, working alongside the White Ribbon
Committee. White Ribbon now forms part of New Zealand’s response to family violence.
In New Zealand, most serious intimate partner violence is perpetrated by men against women, with the
costs associated with family violence estimated at between $1.2 and $5.8 billion each year.1
The White Ribbon Campaign proposes that men should talk to men in ways that men understand, to
effectively capture their attention and present men as part of the solution. The campaign aims to create a
new norm, where violence against women is considered unacceptable, while creating a new narrative of
‘men without violence’. In order to achieve these goals, unique and vibrant campaign projects were created
that emphasised the best aspects of masculinity.
1

Snively, Suzanne, The New Zealand Economic Cost of Family Violence (1996)

SUMMARY OF THE 2012 CAMPAIGN
The 2012 Campaign heralded some significant changes including the introduction of a non-physical
violence message which challenged many people’s assumptions of the definition of violence. This new
message was delivered by the White Ribbon Riders, Ambassadors and Mark Longley, David White, Lesley
Elliott and Kirsten Dunne-Powell. These Ambassadors and female champions spoke passionately about
the devastation on their families by men’s non-physical violence, which escalated into physical violence,
ultimately taking the lives Emily Longley, Sophie Elliott and Helen Meads.
The campaign was launched throughout New Zealand by Mayors who signed the White
Ribbon Pledge – to never commit condone or remain silent about violence towards
women. This commitment, along with the pledge taken online by thousands of New
Zealanders, demonstrates the personal responsibility and leadership required to end
violence against women.

The new White
Ribbon logo

In May 2012 a strategy to create a White Ribbon Foundation that would take over the
organisation of the campaign was initiated. New revenue streams have been introduced
along with White Ribbon merchandise and rebranding.

The new campaign poster, Are You Man Enough, was launched featuring a White
Ribbon Ambassador, White Ribbon Rider and a White Ribbon supporter. This continued the use of real
men to front the campaign rather than celebrity profiles. The poster design continued the call for men to
challenge the acceptance of violence in our culture, and emphasised the call to
action, (Act-Join-Donate).
The White Ribbon Ride, now in its fourth year, continues to grow in size. Connecting
with the hearts and minds of those committed to ending violence, three routes
visited 86 communities in 10 days traveling the length and breadth of the country.
The men spoke at a range of venues including schools, prisons, marae, public
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Ambassador David White
takes part in the Ride

events and churches. Riders from the Patriots Defence Force Motorcycle Club (whose members are former
and current members of the defence services) and Te Ahi Kikoha (a group of Māori health professionals)
led the ride delivering campaign messages and their own personal stories of change. They spoke at a wide
range of pre-planned, community events while the Campaign Team provided support crews and intensive
media coverage.
The adoption of the ribbon amongst Māori communities continues to develop with organisations, such as
Te Ahi Kikoha, actively participating in the development of the new branding and organising a White Ribbon
Hui to support men taking the messages into communities. In the South Island, Māori Wardens have
become an integral part of the Ride, while numerous other agencies played a significant role in integrating
the White Ribbon ethos into their organisations.
For the campaign to be successful, men must be seen to lead and actively support the kaupapa. The White
Ribbon Ambassadors publicly played this vital role in building support, visibility and developing a shared
understanding of the campaign within their social groups, workplaces and communities. There are now 54
Ambassadors who embody the principles of the campaign and who are chosen for their willingness to
challenge the behaviour of abusive men, and to convey key messages directly to their own communities.
The campaign was supported by an extensive media component that used both traditional and new media.
Record coverage was generated including press, broadcast, internet news sites and social media. This
growth trend is seen across all the channels.

Media Comparisions 2009 - 2012
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Internet Social Media

There were:
 237 events in November (which represents a 20 percent increase from 2011)
 734 mentions in the traditional media during November, an increase of 120
 88,802 visits to the White Ribbon website in 2012, averaging over 240 per day
 7,100 Facebook friends with a reach that has exceeded
1.7 million people in 2012
 86 communities were visited by the White Ribbon Riders
 54 White Ribbon Ambassadors, many of whom publicly
spoke out against violence towards women.
The reach of physical events was significantly enhanced by the
use of social media. The site provided information to those who
are experiencing family violence and those who wish to take
action through White Ribbon. Monthly newsletters continued to
energise and inform the community.
In 2012 there were a record 10 front-page
articles in newspapers

Free resources (such as ribbons, posters, balloons and tattoos)
were provided to communities to assist with, and support,
awareness-raising through local activities. With over 510,000 White Ribbons and nearly 100,000 other
items shipped to communities, these resources ensured the campaign had a uniquely visible presence
throughout New Zealand.
The integrated campaign has built a following of passionate White Ribbon supporters forming not just a
campaign, but a movement, with the ribbon a symbol of commitment and change. This adoption of the
ribbon and the high level of community buy-in has led to a record number of local initiatives with 237 events
across 84 towns or cities recorded in November - a 20 percent increase from 2011.
The focus remains on men’s violence toward women. However communities continue to regard the white
ribbon as a symbol of their growing intolerance of all forms of violence with the White Ribbon being worn
and promoted at many events where the message is wider than just violence against women. This duality
of purpose within the campaign is seen as strength, with the national campaign focusing on the key
messages and communities adopting and adding to them at a regional level.
The overall success of the campaign requires the individual elements of the campaign (White Ribbon Ride,
Ambassadors, Pledge Project and information distribution) to all work in parallel to reinforce the central
theme of the campaign: being a man does not require violence. This was epitomised by our first White
Ribbon Ambassador Ruben Wiki. Ruben played with controlled aggression on the field in rugby league but
did not bring that aggression/violence into his home or relationships.
The data collected shows an increasing number of communities and individuals participating in the
campaign along with an increased media presence. That a greater number of New Zealanders are
becoming involved with White Ribbon, identifying with the kaupapa and actively spreading the non-violence
messages, is an encouraging sign.
As communities remind us, White Ribbon is not simply a campaign, it is an organic movement of and for
change.
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MEDIA ANALYSIS
MEASUREMENT OF PUBLIC AWARENESS AND INCREASED PARTICIPATION
A Research New Zealand survey carried out in December 2012 showed that awareness of White Ribbon
held steady with 41% of respondents recalling that November was White Ribbon Month. The question was
changed from previous years where respondents were asked if they knew of White Ribbon Day, the former
name of the campaign. The new question read ‘the White Ribbon campaign ran throughout the month of
November. Were you aware of this?’ A further 16% knew of White Ribbon but not that November was White
Ribbon Month. The total awareness for White Ribbon was 57%, a net increase of 12% from 2011. Of those
who were aware of White Ribbon, awareness that the campaign is against violence towards women/women
and children remained static at 38%, however, awareness that the campaign is against violence rose from
68% to 72%.
Those with the highest levels of awareness were:
 Females, who were more likely to have recalled White Ribbon scoring 10% higher than males
 Of those who knew of White Ribbon Month, 67% knew the campaign was against violence
(compared with 68% in 2011 and 53% in 2010).
The most significant change was that participation in White Ribbon events or activities was higher this year
than in previous years, with almost 30% of those aware of the November 2012 White Ribbon Campaign
reported having worn a white ribbon and/or participated in this year’s events or activities. This is
significantly higher than 2011’s 20% participation rate. This equates to around 13% of the total sample.
The Communication table on page eight shows an across the board increase in media communication
featuring White Ribbon during the period 1 October and 31 December.
Each year articles are also measured by favourability to ensure the campaign messages are being
portrayed in a positive light. Favourability fell slightly due to the numerical methodology used to
determine it, rather than any increase in unfavourable publicity. The method takes into account a number
of factors including placement, key messages, spokespeople, media type etc. The significant difference
in the 2012 campaign was the reduction in the number of separate messages in an article which this
year was a direct result of the focus on the non-physical violence which limited the number of varied
messages in articles thereby slightly reducing favourability.
The White Ribbon Campaign
scored 55.5 in the Press, 53.4
in Broadcast Media, 55.7 in
Internet News Sites and 52.6
in Internet Social Media.
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COMMUNICATION COMPARISONS
KEY METRICS
TOTAL VOLUME

2012

2011

2010**

2009*

467

410

341

241

83

54

42

42

INTERNET NEWS
SITES

193

159

97

N/A

INTERNET SOCIAL
MEDIA

584

453

N/A

N/A

PRESS

55.9

60.0

58.6

59.5

BROADCAST

53.4

57.6

57.1

56.4

INTERNET NEWS
SITES

55.7

58.9

58.5

N/A

INTERNET SOCIAL
MEDIA

52.6

N/A

N/A

N/A

EVENTS (974)

EVENTS (678)

EVENTS (318)

EVENTS (195)

CAMPAIGN EVENTS ARE
APPROPRIATE AND WELL
MANAGED (246)

CAMPAIGNS ARE APPROPRIATE
AND WELL MANAGED (215)

WEARING A WHITE RIBBON
MAKES IT CLEAR TO OTHER MEN
THAT YOU DO NOT TOLERATE
VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN (103)

FAMILY VIOLENCE IS AN
IMPORTANT ISSUE IN NEW
ZEALAND (172)

ROB MCCANN (66)

ROB MCCANN (59)

ROB MCCANN, ROGER RAWIRI (16
EA)

BRUCE HORNE (14)

HAWKES BAY TODAY, AND DAILY
POST (17 EACH)

GISBORNE HERALD (20)

GISBORNE HERALD (17)

GISBORNE HERALD (14)

RADIO LIVE 22)

TV ONE (9)

NEWSTALK ZB (AUCKLAND) (7)

NEWSTALK ZB (AUCKLAND)
(11)

SCOOP.CO.NZ (25)

VOXY.CO.NZ
(16)

VOXY.CO.NZ
(10)

N/A

TWITTER (384)

FACEBOOK – WHITE RIBBON
(212)

N/A

N/A

PRESS
BROADCAST

AVERAGE
FAVOURABILITY

LEADING STORY
FOCUS (REPORTS)
LEADING MESSAGE
(MENTIONS)
LEADING
SPOKESPERSON
(MENTIONS)
LEADING MEDIA
(REPORTS/POSTS)

PRESS

BROADCAST
INTERNET NEWS
SITES
INTERNET SOCIAL
MEDIA

Adverse publicity can often create opportunities to raise awareness and create
discussion ultimately raising the profile of the campaign. In 2011 contrasting
views from Family First on the campaign became front page news prompting a
number of organisations and people including the Prime Minister, Women’s
Refuge, National Network of Stopping Violence Services and the Families
Commission to respond. The unfavourable publicity provided a media
opportunity for thoughtful analysis on the strengths of the campaign.
In 2012 that criticism was largely absent from the November period of the
campaign and this was reflected in reduced coverage in such papers as the New
Zealand Herald. Differing views of the campaign instead emerged throughout the
year and included criticism that the campaign unfairly blames men for violence,
that White Ribbon should focus on all violence irrespective of gender and that
being a man is not a good predictor of violence.
The campaign’s response was measured and invited those criticising to take part
and clearly restated our position:
 that our mandate is to end men’s violence however
 the campaign is opposed to all violence
 that we ask men to take responsibility for ending the violence – to
become part of the solution rather than blame men
 that the debate about whether men are more violent than women is not a
focus of the campaign, rather, we look to the outcomes of violence i.e. the
severity and/or frequency of injury, or the longer-term effects of living with
fear of violence3.
3

Janice Giles, NZMJ 11 November 2005, Vol 118 No 1225
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FAVOURABILITY OF THE WHITE RIBBON CAMPAIGN
Sentia Media, while measuring
media activity, also measured the
favourability of an article. A measure
of 50 on the CARMA scale is a
benefit to the client, ratings of 55 to
65 are considered as very
favourable. Favourability decreased
slightly with Sentia Media, which is
attributed to the focus on nonphysical violence as the message
rather than the inclusion of multiple
messages.

MEDIA COVERAGE BY REGION (PRESS)
October to December

56.2

85

83

56.8

54.7

56.0

56.0

52.5

55.0

44

40

38

16
30

14
30

13
27

15
23

10
20

FAV

WELLINGTON

OTAGO

OTHER
SOUTH ISLAND

CENTRAL
NORTH ISLAND

0

NEU

UNFAV

30
15

14

35

8

12

SOUTHLAND

42

46

NATIONAL

55

65
50

CANTERBURY

27
21

WAIKATO /
BOP

55.3

64

50
59

56.2

AUCKLAND

26

55.6

MANAWATU /
WHANGANUI

100

56.5

NORTHLAND

VOLUME

150

80

FAVOURABILITY

200

20

AVG FAV

Coverage across New Zealand indicates that those regions with a high White Ribbon media presence remained high, while those with a low White
Ribbon influence (Canterbury and Southland) remain low with four less articles in Canterbury and one less article in Southland during October to
December 2012. Papers with a national coverage such as the Sunday Star Times, the weekend edition of the New Zealand Herald remained similar
with an increase of two articles.
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LEADING MESSAGES

0

VOLUME
140

70

210

CAMPAIGN EVENTS ARE APPROPRIATE AND WELL
MANAGED

280

246

ENCOURAGES ALL NEW ZEALANDERS TO TAKE
THE WHITE RIBBON PLEDGE

198

VIOLENCE ISN'T JUST PHYSICAL

133

AN AVERAGE OF 14 WOMEN A YEAR ARE KILLED
BY THEIR PARTNERS OR EX PARTNERS

126

THERE ARE OVER 3500 CONVICTIONS RECORDED
AGAINST MEN EACH YEAR FOR ASSAULTS ON
WOMEN

95

CAMPAIGN HAS APPROPRIATE AMBASSADORS

83

ONLY 20 PERCENT OF ABUSE CASES ARE
REPORTED

79

MEN ARE PART OF THE SOLUTION

71

ONE IN THREE WOMEN WILL EXPERIENCE
PARTNER VIOLENCE AT SOME POINT IN THEIR
LIVES

70

WEARING A WHITE RIBBON MAKES IT CLEAR
TO OTHER MEN THAT YOU DO NOT TOLERATE
VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN

70
FAV

UNFAV

The new message in 2012 was that ‘violence is not just physical’. This message was challenging, as a
large proportion of society only understands physical violence which has been a focus of previous
campaigns. However the issues associated with power and control (non-physical violence is not well
understood or acknowledged)2. The new messaging was well positioned in the media, and rated highly.
As in 2011, the organisation of the campaign received favourable media coverage. The leading message
overall was that campaign and events were appropriate and well managed. This was again demonstrated
by a high presence of campaign manager Rob McCann as both a leading spokesperson and by-line (author
of the article).
Ambassadors appeared more effective in 2012 and had a higher profile across all media. While there is still
a need to have some more social-media-specific Ambassadors, there appeared to be an increased interest
from media outlets to utilise ‘current’ Ambassadors to discuss the campaign and its importance. Mark
Longley was an example of an ambassador whose backstory following the death of his daughter helped to
create an opportunity for him to speak about White Ribbon
There is the possibility that as the campaign continues each year, coverage in the major dailies will remain
similar, and will not necessarily grow. The use of experience driven Ambassadors such as Mark Longley
may help mitigate this as there is a different angle that the media can explore. Evolving messaging or more
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personal stories, as with the non-physical violence message in 2012 may also help provide additional
reporting opportunities.
2

Victorian Health Promotion Foundation (VicHealth) National Survey on Community Attitudes to Violence Against Women 2009. (2010)

KEY MESSAGES 2012
Violence towards women is never acceptable
 It’s OK to ask for or offer help
 No violence is tolerable. If you know someone who is being
frightened or intimidated by the behaviour of someone else, it is
not OK.
 Violence isn’t just physical. It’s also emotional or verbal behaviour
used to control someone through fear.
Violence is not just physical
 Psychological/emotional violence is a very common form of
violence experienced by women and children. Many women say it
is the worst kind of abuse.
 Psychological/emotional abuse is about manipulation and
coercion, and affects your emotions and personality, rather than
your body.
 Victims of emotional abuse can feel like they are going mad, are
very frightened, and feel like they have no choices and are often
made to feel like it’s their fault.
 This form of abuse is often underestimated. It’s not recognised by
many people because it can be subtle and hidden.
Survivors say psychological abuse attacks their spirit and
self-esteem and its effects can last the longest.

Examples of the 467
Press Clippings in 2012

Men are part of the solution
 Whether you are a husband, father, son, brother, uncle or granddad – we all have women in our
lives who we love and wouldn’t want to see subjected to violence.
 The campaign aims to change men’s attitudes and behaviours, predominantly through men talking
to men. Men are role models for our children. We need to nurture a culture that encourages
respect and rejects violence.
 Like our White Ribbon Ambassador, Ruben Wiki, we can play sports and engage in physical
activities with controlled aggression, but we must not bring violence into our homes.
 By wearing a White Ribbon, you can make it clear to other men that you do not tolerate violence
towards women.
 White Ribbon Day is the international day when people, particularly men, wear a White Ribbon to
show they won’t tolerate, condone or remain silent about violence towards women.
 You can also make sure your home, business, sports club is a safe environment where abusive
behaviour is not tolerated.
 You can break the silence around domestic violence by challenging comments, statements and
actions that are abusive, and supporting those who wish to change their abusive behaviour.
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You can help fix this problem
 Check that your actions and those of your mates are OK. Be man enough to make a call on
inappropriate behaviour.
 Make sure the women you know are OK. If not, start a conversation with them, with their partners,
or with someone who can help.
 For advice, call the helplines It’s Not Ok 0800 456 450 or Women’s Refuge 0800 733 843 or visit
www.nnsvs.org.nz
 Wear a white ribbon every day, join a White Ribbon project or activity and show your support.
PRESS COVERAGE OF EVENTS AND LEADING ISSUES
The coverage of events within the campaign shows the extent to which events and, specifically the White
Ribbon Ride, continued to lead media coverage and increase the White Ribbon Campaign’s profile. This
focus on the ride has ensured key messages are conveyed in a consistent manner with a significant
quantity of this reporting originating from the Campaign Team. Utilising events is in line with the delivery
mechanisms of the campaign, conveying messages in ways that men are more likely to take notice.
Story Focus

Leading Issues

These charts show a comparison of the Press Broadcasts and Internet News Coverage by ‘story focus’ and ‘leading issues’.

Coverage of White Ribbon was significantly enhanced by the support of our stakeholders and the range of
community groups that were interviewed and/or put out press releases during November.
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NEW MEDIA
WHITE RIBBON WEBSITE
In 2012 the website was redesigned to better fit the call to action,
with new navigation, a new site header and new layout. One
challenge in 2012 was to continue to increase traffic and introduce
new content. This was achieved by better cross-promotion between
new media, links to the newsletters and a continued uptake of a new
audience in all formats.
The site continues to use in-house capabilities ensuring short
turnaround times and regularly updated content. A strategy to create
repeat viewing of the website included creating regular additions to
the ‘news’ section which was further publicised by the White Ribbon
Newsletter. Each new media channel is utilised to promote the
other.

ANNUAL WEBSITE STATISTICS

The website popularity has continued to grow with 88,902 hits in the 2012 calendar year, an increase of just under 30,0000
from 2011.
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MOST POPULAR WEBSITE PAGES
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The most popular articles in the news section were viewed between 745 and 1,259 times each, with further
extracts viewed on Facebook. The significant traffic increase on the White Ribbon website throughout the
year indicates a continued interest in White Ribbon across the community, rather than any one new
initiative.
Most popular news items on the website
 Launch of Helen the Helen Meads Tragedy
 Sexist and Misogynistic Adverts
 Freedom of Expression or Bullying
 White Ribbon Hui
 Campaign condemns ignorant comments from Laws
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1359
1107
1089
892
745

FACEBOOK
The Facebook page was introduced in 2009 and has grown steadily now boasting 7,100 members.
A strength of this medium is the ability to virally spread ideas, concepts and the campaign by liking or
linking to posts generated by White Ribbon. This spreads the campaign messages, images and news
items, far beyond the current White Ribbon membership.
In addition, the campaign regularly generates graphic images which
spread the White Ribbon kaupapa and branding. These are posted
not only on New Zealand sites but on sites around the world. The
increase in traffic after such a post is significant and exposes the
campaign far beyond the screens of just those sympathetic to White
Ribbon. It is hoped that by continuing to generate White Ribbon
collateral in this manner, White Ribbon will become recognisable the
world over.
The Facebook page is a very active site with three to five posts a
day in 2012 and significant moderation and/or comment. The
audience has a female skew and topics covered are wide ranging,
though connected to men’s violence against women.
The reach of the White Ribbon Facebook site was increasing
steadily throughout the first half of the year. In May, June and July the site began to experience significant
growth as more controversial subjects such as the attitudes around rape and what is termed ‘rape culture’
were explored reaching over a million people.
Facebook then changed the logarithm that controls what users can view on their newsfeeds. This
significantly reduced the reach of the Facebook site. We then began to experience the annual increase in
traffic leading up to November followed by the post campaign decrease in December.
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120000
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Content

60000
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40000
20000
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The membership of the White Ribbon Facebook site grew steadily throughout the year with ‘likes’ peaking
during the July period of activity and the annual peak leading up to and including November.

Total 'Likes' 2009-2012

Total New 'Likes' 2013
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During the White Ribbon Ride, Facebook played a vital role spreading the images of the ride beyond those
present at the physical events. Each of the three sections of the ride was broadcast via new media
(Facebook and Twitter), significantly increasing the reach of the campaign.
These images were then liked and shared again by many other users, and again
along with key campaign messages and articles. There were over 8,000 clicks on
the contents of the Facebook page during November with many more viewing
images in their newsfeeds.
By the end of 2012 the White Ribbon Facebook page had over 7,100 fans. The
number of White Ribbon posts that were seen in newsfeeds exceeded 757,000 in
November. Over that month, the number of people who
saw a post through a story shared by a friend exceeded
19,000.
As expected, the Facebook traffic was high during
November. Like the website, traffic has continued to
increase each year. The platform is now a significant
and integrated feature of the campaign. Its ability to
reach and generate support for the campaign is significant; however the
changing nature of Facebook requires the campaign to continue adapting its use
of this ‘new media’ information stream.
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TWITTER
The White Ribbon Twitter account feeds directly off the Facebook page, further disseminating
key messages, news and campaign information to those who are interested. The audience has
grown with 456 followers. The real strength of the account is demonstrated when campaign
messages are re-tweeted by influential twitter accounts such as New Zealand Football who
have an audience of 7,648. When re-tweets occur the White Ribbon messages are spread
much further, with the potential to influence other men.
WHITE RIBBON NEWSLETTER
Seven White Ribbon Newsletters were sent out in 2012. The newsletter
is a graphic-heavy, two-pager with short articles that link to the White
Ribbon Website. This targeted initiative drives significant traffic to the White Ribbon
website while informing the community about the campaign projects and providing
inspiration. Communities often contacted the campaign team following a newsletter
to discuss proposed activities and events. The newsletter also helps to reinforce that
the campaign is nationwide, sharing ideas and projects across communities. The
impact of the Newsletter can also be measured by the significant number of website
hits immediately following its release.
POSTERS
The campaign has utilised the MATE posters since 2008 and it was felt that the time
was right to refresh this imagery. The requirement to rebrand White Ribbon
(ensuring all the new items would have intellectual property rights attached to them)
also lent impetus to the project. Working with three agencies in Auckland that
donated their time to the campaign; Running with Scissors, Copper and Frock
Marketing creating a new brief for the posters was developed. Wellington agency
Mission Hall then produced the final poster. Three White Ribbon supporters took part
in the photo-shoot and were combined with the new ‘ARE YOU MAN ENOUGH’
slogan to create a direct challenge to make violence an issue for which we are all
responsible. The new logo was created by Designem.

Example of an Adshell
display panel. There were
stand-alone panels while
some were built into bus
shelters

The new posters created a great deal of attention when they first came out with both
positive and negative comments. These along with the redesigned logo have helped
to create a White Ribbon brand which has a unique New Zealand flavour.

For the first time since 2008 the campaign utilised Adshels allowing the giant posters
to be placed on bus stops around the country. 230 panels were placed from 5 to 18
November, 19 November to 2 December, with a further 87 free filler spots filled outside of the peak
campaign period. Placement included: Auckland, Christchurch, Wellington, Waikato, Bay of Plenty, Hawkes
Bay, Palmerston North and Dunedin. Centres not covered by Adshels had posters placed instead.
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SURVEYS
The campaign conducts internal surveys to help us better manage and improve delivery of the campaign.
Three surveys were carried out this year with new tailored surveys to extract data about the White Ribbon
Ride and White Ribbon events. The Satisfaction Survey, White Ribbon Riders Feedback, and Event
Organisers Survey had 118 respondents in total compared to 113 in 2011. At the time of the survey there
were a possible 2,469 respondents who could have taken part. The response rate is low as the survey is
targeted at those people who play a significant role within the campaign rather than the general public.
SATISFACTION SURVEY
This survey was open to all people included on the White
Ribbon database who have come in contact with the
campaign. Its purpose was to determine whether the
campaign was meeting the needs of our stakeholders and
that where required, the campaign could better adapt to meet
community needs.

Satisfaction Survey
Q4. How do you rate the new look Excellent
and slogan (Are you man enough to Very good
stop violence towards women?) Fairly good

42.6%
33.8%
10.3%

Q9. How effective were these
resources and merchandise items in
helping to raise awareness in your
community?

Very effective
Effective
Neutral
Not applicable

35.4%
38.5%
6.2%
16.9%

The questionnaire had 21 questions covering the projects,
delivery mechanisms and effectiveness of each project. Of
the respondents, 30.7% identified as Māori, 58.7% as NZ
European, 1.3% as Pacific Island, 13.3% as other.

Q10. If you were involved with the
White Ribbon Ride, how satisfied
were you with the delivery of this
project?
Q11. How effective do you think the
WhiteRibbon Ride project was?

Very satisfied
Satisfied
Not applicable

32.3%
12.3%
43.1%

Very effective
Effective
Not applicable

43.9%
33.3%
13.6%

The survey found that 84% of respondents were either
satisfied or very satisfied with the delivery of the White
Ribbon Campaign. Over 77% of respondents rated the
Project as effective or very effective.

Q18. Overall, how satisfied were you Very satisfied
with the delivery of the White
Satisfied
Ribbon Campaign by the Families Neutral
Commission in 2012?

40.9%
43.9%
10.6%

Event Organisers
Q4. Overall, how would you Excellent
rate the White Ribbon Ride Very good
event that you organised? Fairly good
Q5. How effective do you Very effective
think the Ride visit was in Effective
your community?
Neutral
Q6. How do you rate the
Excellent
speeches/messaging given by Very good
the White Ribbon Riders? Needs some work
Q7. Do you think the event Yes
encouraged men to think No
about ending violence
Somewhat
towards women?
Yes
Q12. Were you happy with
No
local media coverage?
Somewhat

50.0%
34.4%
9.4%
21.9%
56.3%
15.6%
54.8%
35.5%
3.2%
75.0%
3.1%
21.9%
87.1%
12.9%
na

EVENT ORGANISERS SURVEY
The purpose of this survey was to ensure that the
campaign’s message and focus was delivered in an
effective way at community level and was open to White
Ribbon Event organisers
There were 14 questions covering the Ride’s organisation,
effectiveness, and levels of liaison with other local
organisations and media. The Ride’s organisation was
rated as excellent by 50% of respondents and very good
by 34.4%. Communities overall thought that the Ride visit
was very effective at 56.3% and 21.9% answered highly
effective.

The messages delivered by the White Ribbon Riders were
rated excellent by 54.8% of respondents and very good by
35.5%. Over 96% of respondents considered that the event
had an impact on encouraging men to think about ending violence towards women, and 87.1% were happy
with local media coverage. The surveys will ultimately help the campaign teams shape the delivery of the
2013 campaign.
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WHITE RIBBON RIDERS SURVEY
The Feedback questionnaire received responses from the
motorbike riders involved with the project to ensure that the
needs of the riders were adequately provided for and that their
experiences were positive and likely to encourage further
participation.
There were nine questions reviewing the delivery of the Ride,
perceptions of the campaign’s message and community
engagement with it and the Riders’ experience of the project.
Overall, 90% of respondents rated their experience with the
Ride as excellent, and 70% thought that the events encouraged
men to consider the campaign’s message. Collectively 87.5%
of respondents indicated that the Ride definitely and somewhat
reached a wide cross section of New Zealanders.

White Ribbon Riders Feedback
Q3. In terms of timing and Excellent
number of events per day, Very good
how do you rate the 2012 ride Fairly good
schedule?
Q4. Do you feel as though
you reached a wide cross
section of NZers?

Yes
No
Somewhat

Q6. Do you think the events Yes
encouraged men to think No
about ending violence
Somewhat
towards women?
Q9. Overall, how do you rate Excellent
your exerience on the White Very good
Ribbon Ride 2012?
Fairly good

20.0%
40.0%
40.0%
50.0%
12.5%
37.5%
70.0%
0.0%
30.0%
90.0%
10.0%
0.0%

FUNDING
In 2012 the Families Commission provided funding of $250,000 while the Ministry of Social Development
and Te Puni Kōkiri (TPK) provided $50,000 each. The additional funding from TPK enabled a significant
increase in total resources and projects with an increased emphasis on White Ribbon’s connectedness to
Māori.
EXPENDITURE ON RESOURCES
Resources are provided to communities enabling
events to be held as part of the strategy to raise
awareness and encourage communities to take
action. Each year the resources are evaluated with
feedback from communities informing spending
decisions.

Expenditure

A small number of items were taken out of resources
(metal ribbons and t-shirts) and placed into
merchandising.
As in 2011 the distribution of resources again utilised
a website-based ordering system with the Department
of Corrections providing warehouse facilities and making the cloth white ribbons.

Market research
Promotions
Resources
Merchandise

White Ribbon
Events
Travel

A decision was made not to produce any further banners as there are now hundreds of these in circulation.
All other items were redesigned utilising the new branding and refreshed campaign messages.
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Free Resources








510,000 fabric white ribbons
20,000 white ribbon balloons
20,000 white ribbon tattoos
20,000 A6 white ribbon window stickers
12,000 A3 posters
50,000 White Ribbon Ride flyers

Posters

Cloth Ribbons

Balloons

WHITE RIBBON SHOP
This site has been developed to provide a hassle-free shopping
experience and an opportunity to support White Ribbon while taking
the campaign messages out into the public. Items on sale sporting the
new White Ribbon logo include metal ribbons, cuff-links, t-shirts wrist
bands, and cookie cutters. There have been 234 people order in 2011
with a total of 4,082 items purchased totalling $17,434.
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Flyers

Tattoos

Window Stickers

WHITE RIBBON PROJECTS
WHITE RIBBON RIDE
The White Ribbon Ride is a project that aims to deliver the White Ribbon
Campaign in a manner that grabs attention. As the riders roar into each town on
Harleys and other large bikes, the convoy creates excitement and enthusiasm that
is unparalleled. These tough men on bikes then deliver messages of love and
respect in a manner relevant to each of their audiences. From prisoners, parents,
through to school kids the Ride visited 86 communities throughout the country from
Bluff to Northland. Men from the Patriots Defence Force Motorcycle Club (whose
members are former and current members of the defence services) and Te Ahi
Kikoha (a group of Māori health professionals) form the core of the riders who
deliver the campaign messages at a wide range of pre-planned, community
events.
Early in the year communities were contacted and asked to submit a registration of interest if they wished
to have the White Ribbon Riders visit their communities. The three main routes included the South Island
and the East and West North Island Rides. The North Island ride started in Rotorua heading south to
Wellington where the ride split into an east and west route traveling up to Auckland, before joining a
Northland ride organised by the Bream Bay Trust.
Events included breakfasts, marches, prison visits, schools and
Marae-based events. These events were organised by communities
over a period of months and incorporated elements unique to that

community. At most stops there was a welcome and a response from the riders, speeches and the chance
for adults and kids to mingle with the riders, sharing stories and supporting each other's commitment to
forge a non-violent society.
The organisation of the ride was managed by the Campaign Team while the on-ride
organisation was conducted by the Patriots. A core group of Patriots and Te Ahi
Kikoha had speaking roles at event and activities. Riders joined and left the main
group throughout the ride, with numbers varying from 12
to100. Where possible, a Padre accompanied the men to
provide guidance and support. Women on each ride added
to the mix of voices and provided other faces for the
crowds to identify with.
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The ride was publicised through motorcycle clubs, web portals, community networks, two press releases to
each individual community, flyers and posters. The Campaign Team also provided digital copies of the
poster which included local details to assist with regional publicity.
The ride had its own logo and the riders wore White Ribbon Ride t-shirts, and badges, while their bikes
were adorned with white ribbons, with the lead and tail riders flying White Ribbon flags. Three trucks were
emblazoned with White Ribbon messaging providing mobile billboard signage and a breakdown vehicle for
support. Banners were placed at each ride event just prior to the riders arriving, and taken down again at
the end of each event.

Takurua Tawera. Te Ahi
Kikoha riders organised
a Hui to equip riders with
a shared understanding
of White Ribbon

Te Ahi Kikoha riders attended a White Ribbon Hui to
increase their knowledge and understanding of the
kaupapa while the nominated speakers were provided with
in-depth information and speaking points. Riders were
encouraged to use that information to inform their
messaging, but to also speak from the heart, be truthful,
and most importantly, passionate. Feedback from the
community indicates that the riders’ speeches/messages
were well received with 90.3% of event organisers rating
them at ‘excellent or very good’. 78% of organisers rated
the effectiveness of the ride in their communities at highly
effective or very effective with only 15% rating the Ride as
‘fairly effective’ and only 6.3% rating it mildly effective.

Each ride was accompanied by a support crew, who travelled with the ride to act
as a conduit between the riders, media and communities and to ensure ensuring
the riders met their commitments and that the event organisers remained
informed throughout the ride. A key function of the role was to document the ride
and upload images and messages to Facebook and Twitter.
This year the Bream Bay Trust provided a team to take part in the New Zealand
ride while in the South Island further assistance was provided by a team of Māori
Wardens who increased the reach of the project into Māori communities while
also preparing meals for the riders.
The ability to share the riders’ journey with the internet
community significantly raised the profile of the ride,
broadcasting events to a large on-line community. These
posts were often shared and transmitted around the world.

Aaron Morrison one of
the six White Ribbon
Ride leaders in 2012
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The White Ribbon Ride project will be shared with the White
Ribbon community at an International Conference in
Australia. We hope to make the project details available to
other White Ribbon organisations across the world as an
example of an effective method of communicating antiviolence messages in a unique manner.

WHITE RIBBON AMBASSADORS
Aligning with the strategic position of the White Ribbon campaign, Ambassadors put into
practice the image of men speaking to men in ways that men understand. Ambassadors
are selected as men who are equipped to represent and empower other men throughout
New Zealand.
The project began in 2009 when Ruben Wiki was
announced as the first Ambassador and has grown
steadily, with over 50 men now representing and
speaking for the campaign. Increased information and
messaging is available, with training sessions held for
new Ambassadors. Ambassadors are provided with key
messaging, Q&A on the campaign, speaking notes and
White Ribbon merchandise and collateral.
This process of training has equipped Ambassadors
with a base of information to work from, while an
emphasis is placed on supporting Ambassadors to
speak from the heart.
Communities have been asked to put forward potential
nominees as we look to establish Ambassadors
throughout New Zealand recruiting local men from a
range of demographic and ethnic groups (via the
campaign’s ethnic outreach). The intention is that every
man has an opportunity to hear the message in a
language and environment he understands.
The process for approval of Ambassadors was changed
in 2011 and now includes an interview with the nominee and a range of
women associated with the nominee, followed by a police check.
Women’s Refuge and the White Ribbon Committee are consulted
before a nomination is accepted. Further information on Ambassadors
can be found at www.whiteribbon.org.nz
The Ambassadors project forms part of the
strategic communications plan. While they are
not chosen for their ability to create cutthrough within media, their backstories (such
as that of Mark Longley) provide an angle for
media attention which is vital for the
campaign.
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I was honoured when I was asked
to be a White Ribbon
Ambassador. My daughter would
have supported any opportunity
for me to speak out against men’s
violence and White Ribbon is an
effective campaign that allows
men to speak to other men. It’s
been hard though, reliving the
loss of a family member, but if I
can stop just one act of violence
then it’s worth it.
The campaign has been nothing if
not supportive, and I’m thoroughly
impressed by how White Ribbon
gets its messages out to the
whole of New Zealand and
particularly, the campaign team’s
support and nurturing of
community initiatives. It has been
inspirational talking at events
alongside people like David
White, who also lost his daughter
at the hands of another man. If we
can stand up and speak out
against violence towards women,
then hopefully that will get other
people talking about the issues as
well.
Change begins with each and
every one of us. If I can accept
the challenge to end men’s
violence towards women, I’m
confident my neighbours, my
community, our political
representatives and ultimately the
men of New Zealand can also
take on this challenge and put an
end to the appalling acceptance of
violence in our country.
Mark Longley
White Ribbon Ambassador

NOVEMBER EVENTS
There were a record 237 events which equates to a 20% increase
from 2011. This measurement is very significant because the
number of events indicates the adoption of White Ribbon as a
vehicle that communities recognise as effective for creating
awareness and change at a local level.
The Campaign Team do not organise these events, but offer
advice and free resources to assist. We would like to take this
opportunity to thank the organisers throughout New Zealand, for
their tremendous work in creating vibrant and effective events.
A list of events can be found here.
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WHITE RIBBON NEWSPAPER PLEDGES
The White Ribbon Newspaper Pledge Project is a call to prominent
men from every New Zealand community to sign their name to the
White Ribbon kaupapa to show their support for White Ribbon and
to provide leadership.
This year the signatures of Mayors throughout New Zealand were
collated and published in a free full-page advert in the Sunday Star
Times. The signatures, photos and accompanying media articles
were used to launch the 2012 campaign at a regional level.
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ONLINE PLEDGE
Kiwis were able to take the pledge online. This meant that their profile picture was
overlaid demonstrating their commitment to the cause to all their online friends. With
many people having a large number of online friends, this method of communicating
helped to spread the White Ribbon Pledge throughout New Zealand.
405 White Ribbon Facebook friends took the online pledge by updating their profile
picture to include a white ribbon through the White Ribbon Twibbon site. Options were
then available to send out tweets, and add posts to their Facebook wall.
The online pledge worked in tandem with the physical pledge signed by Mayors.

ETHNIC COMMUNITIES
The connection within Ethnic Communities was identified as requiring a separate
stream of work within the White Ribbon Campaign. An Ethnic outreach group was
set up which included the Office of Ethnic Affairs, Police, Ministry of Social
Development, Human Rights Commission, Office of Internal Affairs and New
Zealand Federation Multicultural Council. This group met regularly and developed
a plan of action which incorporated and adapted elements of the established White
Ribbon Campaign.
The team decided to use the Ambassador Project which has ‘men talking to men in
ways that men understand’ as a foundation. This was further developed to include
‘men from your own community’. By taking the Ambassador Project into ethnic
communities, the campaign is able to have local community voices talking to their
own communities in the manner most appropriate for that community.
This work stream has identified that each community needs to be treated separately and that while they are
all on a continuum towards non-violence, they are at different stages on that path.
In order to create buy-in for this project, the team attended a number of functions throughout New Zealand
including the New Zealand Federation Multicultural Councils (NZFMC) annual conference. At these events
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team members presented to a wide range of ethnic communities and developed a series of working
relationships throughout the country.
This approach to embedding the campaign has proved successful with six
Ambassadors announced to date. Separate resources were also created,
with the White Ribbon ‘Mate!’ poster translated into a number of languages,
and made available for downloading.
A number of communities are holding White Ribbon events; however our
focus with ethnic communities is year round, rather than focusing on
November, to ensure the Campaign Team has the resources to appropriately
service these communities.

White Ribbon attends the NZFMC
annual conference.

Ethnic Activity Summary











Campaign Team met with ChangeMakers reps, at their request, to discuss on-going ways in which
refugee communities could engage during this year’s White Ribbon campaign
Brokering an on-going discussion between ChangeMakers and NZFMCC about the idea of four
workshops during 2013 on family violence. (A good example of us being able to link groups together
who have similar but unconnected ideas in terms of family violence)
Discussions with Office for Ethnic Affairs about ways in which we could work alongside each other
in the development and use of materials developed separately to reinforce our approaches and
messaging for family violence.
Attended the Diversity forums in Auckland, Wellington and Christchurch and contributed at a family
violence discussion/workshop at the Auckland event. Also manned a stand and distributed white
ribbons at each of the events
Manned a stand and spoke at India Festival Day event
Manned a stand and spoke at a Chinese celebratory day
Spoke at the AGM for the NZFMCC and gave a presentation of the White Ribbon campaign
Spoke at the Wellington Branch of NZFMCC and gave a presentation with a strong emphasis on the
link between the appointment of White Ribbon Ambassadors from ethnic communities and engaging
in the conversation - Wellington branch are incorporating the White Ribbon logo within their identity
(an example of communities adopting the ribbon)
Met with the Department of Internal Affairs to progress new Ambassador nominations.
GIANT WHITE RIBBON PROJECT
The pledges for 2010 and 2011 were sewn
together over the summer holidays and have
been displayed throughout the country. From
end to end the pledges are 30 metres long,
bringing together signatures that represent the
commitment of New Zealanders from 60 towns
and cities.
These Giant White Ribbons are now available
to communities as backdrop or display items to create an attentiongrabbing focus at events or displays. Contact the Campaign Team for
further information.
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NEW ZEALAND FOOTBALL
White Ribbons relationship with New Zealand Football and the Players Association
has continued to develop with the addition of a White Ribbon Cup in 2012.
White Ribbon is the cause associated with the All Whites and was profiled at two
internationals held during the year. The first match was in Auckland while the
second was in the temporary Christchurch Stadium. With posters, signage,
ribbons, programme booklets and even White Ribbon Riders on their Harleys, the
message was loud and clear: there’s no room for violence on or off the field.
This year a community competition called the White Ribbon Cup was established.
This was a standout success with teams taking part the length and breadth of the
country. The two teams in the final met in Hamilton and after an exciting match
Team Wellington emerged the victor 5-1. New Zealand Football continue to utilise
their own media channels and mainstream media to promote White Ribbon and
the anti-violence stance of the campaign.

OTHER WHITE RIBBON EVENTS
LAUNCH OF ‘HELEN, THE HELEN MEADS TRAGEDY’
On the morning of 23 September 2009 Helen Meads was
murdered by her husband Greg at the stables on their Matamata
farm. It was the final chapter in years of control and abuse. White
Ribbon Ambassador David White wrote a book Helen, the Helen
Meads Tragedy which was launched in association with
Women’s Refuge on 12 March at Te Puni Kōkiri in Wellington.
The book reached #2 on the New Zealand Non-Fiction Charts
while over 100 people came to hear David speak at the book
launch.
“The book is doing its job”, says David. “Pam and I have received cards, letters and phone calls from all
over New Zealand. One woman wrote to us from Dunedin and addressed it to David and Pam White,
Matamata. When the postie came by he rather dryly said, "I don't know why they bothered putting
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Matamata on the envelope."
WHITE RIBBON MEN’S HUI
The first White Ribbon Hui open to all men took place in September to
inspire and equip men to effect change in their communities. The
event featured an excellent line-up of speakers, hands-on workshops
and outdoor activities to take learning out of the classroom. The
weekend began with a White Ribbon breakfast in Gisborne, featuring speeches from Ambassadors Alfred
Ngaro, retiring Chief Family Court Judge and Ambassador Peter Boshier, along with a welcome from Mayor
Meng Foon.
The hui continued at Rahui marae in Tikitiki where the first speaker was Kristin
Dunne-Powell, a trustee of the Sophie Elliot Foundation and victim of family
violence. Mrs Dunne-Powell told the room full of men, many of whom had
perpetrated abuse themselves, of her own experience and was followed by Vic
Tamati. He led his ‘roll ‘all” activity and talked about his violent past and his
involvement with the “It’s Not OK” campaign. The contrast between Vic’s
background and upbringing couldn’t be more different from Kristin’s and was a
clear reminder that family violence knows no boundaries in terms of ethnicity,
background or social standing.

New White Ribbon Ambassador,
Gisborne District Councilor and
TMAV co-founder Manu Caddie,
with Judge Boshier, Alfred Ngaro
and Brian Gardner

On Saturday, group activities included a trip up Ngati Porou’s sacred maunga,
Mount Hikurangi, fishing at Hicks Bay and learning about Maara Kai (traditional
food cultivation and preparation). The remainder of the weekend was spent
sharing stories and experiences, some of which were extremely personal and recounted difficult life
experiences. It was testimony to the atmosphere, environment, and the trust established in the group that
the men felt safe to share their perspectives.
It was hoped that the weekend was a good starting point from which these conversations and networking
will continue.

A wide range of speakers shared their experiences at the White Ribbon Hui

BAY OF PLENTY STEAMERS
The Bay of Plenty Steamers wore white ribbons on
their playing strip this year, and have organised two
White Ribbon / Blow the Whistle themed games.
These were a spectacular sight as 34 White Ribbon
Riders from the Hauraki Patriots, Te Ahi Kikoha and
three Rotorua local clubs roared onto the field, firing
up the crowd, loudly proclaiming their support for the kaupapa.
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MATARIKI
In April South Auckland Family Violence Prevention Network (SAFVPN) organised a Matariki event in
Auckland. The event was attended by hundreds of people with White Ribbon represented by Ambassador
David White and George Ngatai. It was a moving ceremony where the names of family violence victims
were read out.

WHITE RIBBON – AUCKLAND
The South Auckland White Ribbon Committee initiated by the Campaign Team in 2010, has grown in size
and commitment, delivering large and successful events in Auckland, distributing resources to schools and
bringing together a diverse range of community groups to cater for the specific needs of South Auckland.
The committee is chaired by the SAFVPN Manager, Raewyn Bhana, and was responsible for the Family
Fun Day in Manukau on White Ribbon Day, school visits and a White Ribbon Dinner.
The Waitakere White Ribbon group organised the White Ribbon March along with the Auckland City
Council response to White Ribbon. A number of other groups such as Zonta also mobilised in Auckland to
support the campaign.
LAUNCH OF POLICE CAMPAIGN TO RECRUIT FEMALE OFFICERS
The White Ribbon Campaign supported and actively
took part in a Police initiative to increase female
police officers with the launch of a campaign fronted
by Constable Penni Eggleton. The officer was the
face of the recruitment drive. She had helped a
woman in her early 20s who was receiving hundreds of threatening text
messages from an ex-boyfriend, a man with a history of violent behaviour
towards women. Street art was installed at Massey University in Wellington and
it included hundreds of real TXT messages sent by the victim’s ex-boyfriend.
The launch of this iteration of the New Zealand Police campaign coincided with White Ribbon month and
cross promotion benefited both campaigns, specifically as this introduced an opportunity to talk about nonphysical violence.
Over the past decade, from 2002 – 2012, the number of female police officers have increased by 53%. However there is still a lot of work to do and
New Zealand Police are keen to see more women join Police. As of June 2012, only 17.7% of the current 8,855 full time equivalent Constabulary
employees were female.

WHITE RIBBON IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC
The Pacific Prevention of Domestic Violence Programme (PPDVP) run by NZ
Police took a large team to the Cook Islands to push the White Ribbon
message. The Team included: Rugby league: Awen Guttenbeil, former Kiwi,
Vodafone Warrior and White Ribbon ambassador. Rugby union: Mark Hammett
(Hurricanes head coach), Wally Rifle (Blues training coach) Mark Ranby
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(Crusaders and Canterbury professional development manager), TJ Perenara, and Motu Matu’u
(Hurricanes), Gafatasi Sua (Auckland), Joseph Wheeler (Tasman and Highlanders), Mahonri Schwalger
(Chiefs and Counties Manukau), Albert Nikoro (Blues). Steve Symonds (Hurricanes Professional
Development Manager) Cam Ronald, Soni Malaulau and Kim Bloomfield (PPDVP).
Inspector Soni Malaulau (Regional coordinator PPDVP) said the players
took part in a raft of activities including visits to schools, the local prison,
handicapped centre, radio and TV interviews and marching on White
Ribbon Day with local police and the community through the town.
This is the third time that the programme has taken sports icons to the
Pacific for White Ribbon. The Programme works with Pacific Police
Forces from across Micronesia, Melanesia and the South Pacific to build
capacity to respond to domestic violence. The programme commenced in
2006 and runs through to 2016.

CONCLUSION
Success for the White Ribbon Campaign will not mean an immediate reduction in violent offences reported
by Police. New Police estimates show that only 20% of family violence is reported leaving a further 80%
unreported. Campaigns will effect attitudinal change and as we continue to build a movement of people
who reject violence, we will aim to reach a tipping point where anti-violence becomes
the norm.
To reduce violence in New Zealand we have a whole of government approach with
visible leadership from multi-faceted campaigns such as White Ribbon and “It’s Not
OK”. The financial support of the Ministry of Social Development and Te Puni Korkiri
towards White Ribbon, along with the active support of Ambassadors who include men
from across our political parties demonstrates a willingness to seek long term change.
Family violence is an endemic issue engrained in many parts of our society and
success in finding long term solutions requires a continuation of this collaborative
societal approach.
Success is also demonstrated by the organisations that have
adopted White Ribbon, such as the Kapiti Council which declared itself the first White
Ribbon Council, or New Zealand Football, which made White Ribbon the cause
associated with the All Whites, or the many unions which have developed resources
to further the campaign in their workplaces. Our relationships with sporting codes
including League, Rugby and now Football have all assisted the campaign to model
good behaviour and connect with New Zealanders.
We hope our next step in developing relationships with businesses will see the
elimination of violence becoming a strategic issue for all New Zealand. We know the
devastating effect violence has on individuals and families. We know that this
violence sucks resourcing from New Zealand Police, Corrections, Justice and Health. Our next step is to
work with the business sector to highlight the effects violence has on the performance of employees, and
put in place a campaign that allows businesses to become part of the anti-violence solution.
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INDICATORS
To measure the effectiveness of the campaign we have developed a wide range of
indicators.
THE SENTIA MEDIA SURVEY
This tracks the quantity and quality of reports in the media and new
media, (467 press clippings, 83 broadcasts, 193 internet news, and 584
internet social media articles), all the highest totals ever, while
favorability has remained high.
THE OMNIBUS SURVEY
This tracks the recognition factor of White Ribbon and the participation
rates. The campaign is recognised by 41% of New Zealanders with
participation rising to 30% of those who are aware of White Ribbon.
SATISFACTION SURVEYS
The internal management survey found that 84% of respondents were
either satisfied or very satisfied with the delivery of the White Ribbon
Campaign. Over 77% of respondents rated the Project as effective or
very effective. Communities overall thought that the Ride visit was very
effective at 56.3% and 21.9% answered highly effective.
META DATA
Data is collated from the website, Facebook and Twitter, enabling the
campaign to monitor how many people are connecting with the campaign
and what generates the most impact. The website hits reached 88,802,
with thousands of downloads of material. Twitter followers doubled to
455 followers, with re-tweeting reaching thousands more. Facebook
exceeded all expectations with a reach that exceeded 1.7 million midyear. By the end of 2012 the White Ribbon Facebook page had over
7,100 fans. The number of White Ribbon posts that were seen in
newsfeeds exceeded 757,000 in November.
COMMUNITY EVENTS
This measurement is very significant because the number of events
gives some indication as to whether communities recognise that White
Ribbon is an effective tool to create change. Reported events reached
237 up from 197 events in 2011 and 144 in 2010.
RESOURCES ORDERED
This gives an indication of the demand and value communities placed on
the resource items. Over 630,000 items were ordered and distributed in
2012.
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Together, these indicators demonstrate a campaign with a tremendous reach that far outweighs the size of
the campaign team. Through innovative projects, and a clear linkage between these projects and the
campaign goals, the team has been able to work in a collaborative manner throughout New Zealand,
creating a passionate army of supporters all working for change under the White Ribbon banner. Chris
Green, the Director of White Ribbon UK visited New Zealand, and after examining the campaign had this to
say.

I see the New Zealand White Ribbon Campaign as taking the prevention agenda another
step on the way to creating a world of respectful loving relationships. I will take lessons from
your work back with me to improve our own activities in the UK. While being a tourist in
Franz Josef Glacier and in Westport I was delighted and inspired to see people wearing
white ribbons and shops with white ribbon window displays, and to meet individuals, who,
when I asked them, knew all about the campaign and the importance of engaging men to
challenge violence against women. Everywhere I visited there were ribbons and evidence of
a campaign that reached right into the heart of communities.
This engagement is a testament to your well organised campaign and it was inspiring to
meet with the White Ribbon Campaign Team and share ideas. I look forward to the
opportunity to co-operate more closely in the future.
Chris Green
Executive Director
White Ribbon Campaign UK

On behalf of the White Ribbon Campaign Team and the White Ribbon Committee I would like to thank all
those who have supported the campaign and have donated their time towards creating a non-violent future.
We are indebted to you all.

Rob McCann
White Ribbon Campaign Manager
The report acknowledges the support provided by Research New Zealand and Sentia Media in the preparation of this document.
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